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We show how nonclassical correlations in local bipartite states can act as a resource for quantum information
processing. Considering the task of quantum random access codes (RAC) through separable Bell-diagonal
states, we demonstrate the advantage of superunsteerability over classical protocols assisted with two-bits of
shared randomness. We propose a measure of superunsteerability, which quantifies nonclassicality beyond
quantum steering, and obtain its analytical expression for Bell-diagonal states in the context of the two- and
three-setting steering scenarios that are directly related to the quantum 2 → 1 and 3 → 1 RAC protocols,
respectively. The maximal values of our quantifier yield the optimal quantum efficiency for both of the above
protocols, thus showing that superunsteerability provides a precise characterization of the nonclassical resource
for implementing RACs with separable Bell-diagonal class of states.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that quantum entanglement in states of
composite systems leads to stronger than classical correla-
tions, such as Bell nonlocality [1] and quantum steering [2, 3].
Nonclassical features of entanglement provide quantum ad-
vantage for information processing tasks. Bell nonlocality
certifies the presence of entanglement in a device-independent
way, serving as resource for device-independent quantum key
distribution [4], and generation of genuine randomness [5].
Quantum steering which is a weaker form of nonclassical
correlations [3], is a useful resource for one-sided device-
independent quantum key distribution [6] and generation of
randomness [7]. The violation of a steering inequality certi-
fies entanglement in the scenario where measurement devices
on only one side are trusted.
Though entanglement is used to accomplish a multitude of
quantum information tasks, it is an expensive resource, mak-
ing it hard to prepare and preserve the required nonlocal cor-
relations. Nonclassicality, on the other hand, is not restricted
to entangled states. Certain separable states are known to
provide quantum advantage for tasks such as deterministic
quantum computation [8] and quantum cryptography [9]. It
has been argued that quantum discord [10, 11] characterizes
such nonclassicality of separable states [12, 13]. Nonvan-
ishing quantum discord enables better efficiency over classi-
cal protocols using limited shared randomness for generating
random access codes (RACs) using bipartite separable states
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[14], though the amount of discord [15] does not specify the
usefulness of the corresponding state. Additionally, it is pos-
sible to extract operationally nonlocal features of separable
states through measurement [16].
In realistic information processing scenarios shared classi-
cal randomness may not be a free resource. When the amount
of accessible randomness is limited, separable states may pro-
vide further benefit over classical protocols [17–23]. In such
scenarios the notion of superlocality [17, 19, 21] refers to the
requirement for a larger dimension of the preshared random-
ness to simulate the respective local correlations, than that of
the quantum systems generating them. Recently, by general-
izing the concept of superlocality, the quantumness of certain
unsteerable correlations has been pointed out by defining the
notion of superunsteerability [22, 23]. It is the requirement
for a larger dimension of the classical variable that the steer-
ing party has to preshare with the trusted party for simulating
the unsteerable correlations than that of the quantum systems
reproducing them. It is thus pertinent to ask as to what extent
the domain of quantum advantage may further be extended by
enabling practical tasks by even unsteerable states.
In the present work we show that it is indeed possible to
perform useful quantum information processing tasks using
the nonclassicality associated with superunsteerability of cer-
tain class of separable states as resource in situations where
an unlimited or infinite amount of preshared randomness is
not available classically. Specifically, we consider the task of
generating RACs which in addition to being a primitive in-
formation processing task, are of importance in understand-
ing the scope of physical theories [24]. RACs have been
used to demarcate the boundary between quantum and post-
quantum theory in terms of the information causality princi-
ple [25]. The encoding and decoding measurement strategies
employed in the RACs using shared bipartite states [14], re-
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2semble closely the scenario of quantum steering. This enables
us to recast the 2 → 1 and 3 → 1 RAC protocols in terms of
the 2- and 3-setting steering scenarios, respectively.
Here we focus on the above RAC protocols assisted by a
generic class of mixed states, viz. Bell-diagonal states which
have been widely used in information processing [26]. By for-
mulating a measure of superunsteerability as an information
theoretic resource, we show that in the presence of two-bits of
shared classical randomness, superunsteerability identifies the
optimal separable states within Bell-diagonal class of states
for the quantum RACs. Our analysis addresses an important
question as to which is the precise resource responsible for en-
abling RACs assisted by Bell-diagonal states without access to
entanglement and infinite shared randomness.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section II we
provide brief discussions on quantum steering, superunsteer-
ability and RAC protocols. In Section III we propose a quanti-
fier of superunsteerability, termed as “Schro¨dinger strength”,
and obtain its analytical expressions for Bell-diagonal states
in the context of the two- and three-setting steering scenar-
ios. How superunsteerability serves as resources for quantum
RACs using separable Bell-diagonal states is presented in Sec-
tion IV. Finally, we conclude in Section V.
II. QUANTUM STEERING AND RANDOM ACCESS
CODES
Consider a scenario where Alice and Bob share an un-
known quantum system described by ρAB ∈ B(HA ⊗ HB),
with Alice performing a set of black-box measurements which
produces a set of conditional states on Bob’s side. Such
a scenario is called one-sided device-independent since Al-
ice’s measurement operators MA := {Ma|x}a,x are unknown.
The steering scenario is completely characterized by an as-
semblage [27] σ := {σa|x}a,x which is the set of unnormal-
ized conditional states on Bob’s side. Each element in the
assemblage σ is given by σa|x = p(a|x)ρa|x, where p(a|x)
is the conditional probability of getting the outcome of Al-
ice’s measurement and ρa|x is the normalized conditional state
on Bob’s side. Quantum theory predicts the assemblage as
σa|x = TrA(Ma|x ⊗ 1 ρAB), ∀ σa|x ∈ σ. Suppose Bob per-
forms a set of known positive operator valued measurements
(POVM) MB := {Mb|y}b,y on σ. Then the scenario is charac-
terized by the box (or, correlation) P(ab|xy)= {p(ab|xy)}a,x,b,y
=
{
Tr
[
Mb|yσa|x
]}
a,x,b,y
, which is a set of joint probability dis-
tributions p(ab|xy) for all possible a, x, b and y.
A box P(ab|xy) detecting steerability from Alice to Bob
does not have a decomposition of the form given by
P(ab|xy) =
dλ−1∑
λ=0
p(λ)P(a|x, λ)P(b|y; ρλ). (1)
Here the box P(a|x, λ) = {p(a|x, λ)}a,x is the set of arbitrary
probability distributions p(a|x, λ) conditioned upon shared
randomness/hidden variable λ occurring with the probabil-
ity p(λ);
∑dλ−1
λ=0 p(λ) = 1. On the other hand, P(b|y; ρλ)
= {p(b|y; ρλ)}b,y is the set of quantum probability distribu-
tions p(b|y; ρλ) = Tr(Πb|yρλ), arising from some local hid-
den state ρλ, and dλ denotes the dimension of the shared
randomness/hidden variable λ. The above decomposition is
called a local hidden variable-local hidden state (LHV-LHS)
model. If the correlation arising from the given steering sce-
nario does not have steerability, it can still have nonclassi-
cal correlation when there is a restriction on the amount of
shared randomness [22, 23]. Superunsteerability [22, 23] is
defined as the requirement for a larger dimension of the clas-
sical variable that the steering party (Alice) preshares with the
trusted party (Bob) for simulating the given unsteerable corre-
lations, than that of the quantum state which reproduces them.
Suppose we have a quantum state in CdA ⊗ CdB and measure-
ments which produce a unsteerable bipartite box P(ab|xy) :=
{p(ab|xy)}a,x,b,y. Then, superunsteerability (SU) holds if and
only if (iff) there is no decomposition of the box in the form
given by Eq. (1), with dλ ≤ dA. Superunsteerability provides
an operational characterization to the quantumness of unsteer-
able boxes [22]. Note that superunsteerability is defined in the
standard steering scenario. The only difference is that there is
a constraint on the dimension of the resources producing the
correlations in the context of superunsteerability. In the stan-
dard steering scenario, the dimension of the hidden variable
and the Hilbert space dimension of the steering party’s side are
unbounded which implies that any unsteerable correlation can
be reproduced by a LHV-LHS model as well as by perform-
ing local measurements on an appropriate separable quantum
state which admits a classical-quantum decomposition [28].
In the superunsteerability scenario (where the dimension of
the resource is restricted), if the given unsteerable correlation
cannot be simulated by a LHV-LHS model, but can be sim-
ulated by local measurements on a quantum system, then the
given unsteerable correlation is superunsteerable. Hence, su-
perunsteerability refers to dimensional advantage in simulat-
ing certain unsteerable correlations using quantum resources.
Random access codes (RACs) are a class of communication
tasks where one party tries to guess the data held by the other
party with limited amount of communication. A quantum ver-
sion of RACs was constructed and shown to provide advan-
tage over classical RACs [29]. Here we focus on RACs where
a shared bipartite quantum state is used as resource [30]. Re-
cently, it has been shown [14] that in the case when shared
classical randomness is not a free resource, even certain sep-
arable states may provide quantum advantage. Protocols for
quantum 3 → 1 and 2 → 1 RACs assisted with separable
two-qubit Bell-diagonal states provide better efficiencies com-
pared to classical protocols aided with two-bits of shared ran-
domness. However, for these two RACs, the optimal quantum
advantage is provided by different Bell-diagonal states pos-
sessing inequivalent values of geometric discord [15].
In an RAC denoted by n
p−→ 1, Alice has n bits (n = 2, 3)
of information, x = (x1 · · · xn), which she encodes in a 1 bit
communication. Alice shares a pair of correlated qubits with
Bob and encodes her n bits into her part of the shared qubit
by performing a quantum measurement. She communicates
1 classical bit which is the result of this quantum measure-
ment to Bob who figures out the ith bit, xi, of Alice’s input
3string x with probability Pr(bi = xi) by performing a suitable
quantum measurement. The efficiency of the RAC is given by
the probability Pmin of Bob’s correct guess in the worst-case
scenario, i.e., Pmin = minx,iPr(bi = xi). If no randomness is
allowed in this scenario, Pmin = 0, as there is always a bit
that Bob guesses wrongly. In the presence of shared classical
randomness r which occurs with probability pr, the efficiency
Pmin is additionally averaged over the assisting random bits,
Pmin = minx,i
∑
r prPr(bi = xi|r). A classical 2
p−→ 1 RAC as-
sisted with two bits has Pmin ≤ 23 , and for the similar 3
p−→ 1
RAC, Pmin ≤ 12 [14].
Note that in the above two RACs, information about inputs
of Alice are contained in the conditional states of Bob who
tries to decode this information by performing measurements
on these states. Such a scenario of decoding and encoding
measurement strategies of Alice and Bob in the RACs resem-
bles that of the steering scenario. The encoding operation of
2 → 1 RAC makes use of correlations present in the two-
qubit states along the x and y axes, and for 3 → 1 RAC, the
encoding operation makes use of correlations present in the
two-qubit states along the x, y and z axes. It is thus natu-
ral to ask whether quantum correlation as quantified by supe-
runsteerability in the two- and three-setting steering scenar-
ios can identify optimal separable Bell diagonal states for the
2 → 1 and 3 → 1 RACs, respectively. The above question
motivates us to define a measure of superunsteerability for the
given steering scenarios.
III. QUANTIFYING NONCLASSICALITY BEYOND
STEERING
A category of nonclassicality of local correlations captured
by superlocality [17] has been quantified by a measure called
Bell strength [19]. Analogously, we define a quantity called
Schro¨dinger strength to quantify the nonclassicality of un-
steerable boxes which demonstrate superunsteerability. Note
that a box P(ab|xy) in the n-setting steering scenario is the set
of joint probabilities p(ab|xy) for all possible a, b and for all
x ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., n− 1} and y ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., n− 1}. In this scenario
any box P(ab|xy) can be decomposed into a convex mixture
of a steerable part and an unsteerable part,
P(ab|xy) = pPS (ab|xy) + (1 − p)PUS (ab|xy), (2)
where PS (ab|xy) is a steerable box and PUS (ab|xy) is an un-
steerable box which may be superunsteerable; 0 ≤ p ≤ 1. The
weight of the box PS (ab|xy) minimized over all possible de-
compositions of the form (2) is called steering cost of the box
P(ab|xy) furnishing a measure of quantum steering [31].
On the other hand, the weight of the box PS (ab|xy) max-
imized over all possible decompositions of the form (2) is
called the Schro¨dinger strength of the box P(ab|xy), given by
S S Un
(
P(ab|xy)
)
:= max
decompositions
p. (3)
Here, 0 ≤ S S Un ≤ 1 (since, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1). The optimal de-
composition that gives the Schro¨dinger strength of the box is
called the canonical decomposition in which the steerable part
is an extremal steerable box. Such optimal decomposition is
analogous to the optimal decomposition that gives Svetlichny
strength of a tripartite correlation studied in Refs. [20, 21]
which quantifies genuine nonclassicality.
To illustrate the above minimization and maximization to
obtain the steering cost and Schro¨dinger strength, respec-
tively, of a box P(ab|xy), let us consider the following family
of correlations:
P(ab|xy) = 1 + (−1)
a+b+xyδx,yV
4
, a, b, x, y ∈ {0, 1} (4)
which is called white-noise BB84 family in Ref. [31]. In
the context of a steering scenario where Alice performs two
black-box dichotomic measurements and Bob performs two
projective qubit measurements in mutually unbiased bases,
the above box detects quantum steering for V > 1/
√
2 and
superunsteerability for V > 0 as shown in Ref. [22]. In Ref.
[31], it has been demonstrated that the optimal decomposition
that gives the steering cost of the box (4) is given by
P(ab|xy) =
√
2V − 1√
2 − 1 PExt(ab|xy)+
1 − √V − 1√
2 − 1
 PUS (ab|xy),
(5)
with V ≥ 1/√2, where
PExt(ab|xy) = 1 + (−1)
a+b+xyδx,y
4
, a, b, x, y ∈ {0, 1} (6)
is an extremal steerable box and PUS is an unsteerable box
which is the box (4) with V = 1/
√
2.
Even for 0 < V ≤ 1/√2, the box (4) can be decomposed
as a convex mixture of the extremal steerable box and an un-
steerable box as follows:
P(ab|xy) = VPExt(ab|xy) + (1 − V)PN(ab|xy), (7)
where PN(ab|xy) is the white noise for which PN(ab|xy) = 1/4
for all a, b, x, y. Note that the unsteerable box in the decom-
position given by Eq. (5) still can be decomposed as a convex
mixture of the extremal steerable box and the white noise to
obtain the decomposition given by Eq. (7). Moreover, the
white noise can only be decomposed in terms of extremal
steerable boxes as an uniform mixture of suitable extremal
steerable boxes. Thus, the weight of the extremal steerable
box in the decomposition given by Eq. (7) is maximal over all
possible decomposition. Such a maximized weight of the ex-
tremal steerable box is called the Schro¨dinger strength. Note
that even when the box (4) has the steering cost equals to zero
for 0 < V ≤ 1/√2, it has a nonvanishing Schro¨dinger strength
in this range which implies the presence of superunsteerabil-
ity.
Before proceeding, we want to mention that in the n-
setting steering scenario, Alice’s measurement settings and
Bob measurement settings are denoted by Ax and By respec-
tively, where Ax ∈ A˜ = {A0, A1, A2, ..., An−1} and By ∈ B˜ =
{B0, B1, B2, ..., Bn−1}. The sets of Alice’s and Bob’s measure-
ment settings are denoted by A˜ and B˜ respectively. We will
now present the definition of Schro¨dinger strength of a bipar-
tite state.
4Definition 1. The Schro¨dinger strength of a bipartite state ρ
is defined as:
S S Un (ρ) = max
A˜,B˜
S S Un
(
P(ab|xy; ρ)
)
. (8)
Here S S Un
(
P(ab|xy; ρ)
)
is the Schro¨dinger strength of the
box P(ab|xy; ρ) = {p(ab|xy; ρ)}a,x,b,y, where p(ab|xy; ρ) =
Tr[(Ma|x ⊗ Mb|y)ρ] is the joint probability distribution of get-
ting the outcomes a and b when measurements Ax and By
are performed locally by Alice and Bob, respectively, on the
shared bipartite state ρ. Ma|x is the measurement opera-
tor corresponding to the measurement settings Ax and out-
come a. Mb|y is defined similarly. Here the maximization is
taken over all possible sets A˜ = {A0, A1, A2, ..., An−1} and B˜ =
{B0, B1, B2, ..., Bn−1}.
Let us now evaluate the Schro¨dinger strength of the Bell-
diagonal two-qubit states in the following two scenarios: (i)
Alice performs two black-box dichotomic measurements and
Bob performs projective qubit measurements corresponding
to two arbitrary mutually unbiased bases and (ii) Alice per-
forms three black-box dichotomic measurements and Bob per-
forms projective qubit measurements corresponding to three
arbitrary mutually unbiased bases. For these two scenarios,
the following linear steering inequalities [32]:
1√
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=1
〈Ak ⊗ Bk〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1, (9)
with n = 2, 3, respectively, can be used to witness steerabil-
ity of two-qubit states from Alice to Bob. Here, 〈Ak ⊗ Bk〉 =
Tr (Ak ⊗ BkρAB).
The Bell-diagonal states admit the form,
τ =
1
4
1 ⊗ 1 + ∑
i
ciσi ⊗ σi
 = ∑
ab
λab|βab〉〈βab|, (10)
where λab, here a, b ∈ {0, 1}, denote the eigenvalues
of the Bell-diagonal states which are given by λab =
1
4
[
1 + (−1)ac1 − (−1)a+bc2 + (−1)bc3
]
and |βab〉 = 1√2 (|0, b〉 +
(−1)a |1, 1 ⊕ b〉 are the Bell states. Here, we take |c1| ≥ |c2| ≥
|c3| with local unitary transformations. For this family of
states, the eigenvalues satisfy the ordering λ01 ≥ λ00 ≥ λ10 ≥
λ11. This family of states are entangled iff λ01 > 1/2. The
geometric discord [15] of this family of states is given by
D(τ) = 12 (c
2
2 + c
2
3).
Proposition 1. The Schro¨dinger strength of the Bell-diagonal
states in the two-setting steering scenario is given by
S S U2 (τ) = |c2|. (11)
Proof. Up to local unitary transformations, the Bell-diagonal
states can be reduced to the family of states with c1 ≥ c2 ≥
|c3|, here c1, c2 ≥ 0. With this constraint, the following de-
composition for the Bell-diagonal states can be obtained:
τ = c2|β01〉〈β01| + (1 − c2)ρsep, (12)
where
ρsep =
1
1 − c2
(
2(λ00 − λ10) |β00〉〈β00| + |β01〉〈β01|2
+ 2λ10
|β00〉〈β00| + |β10〉〈β10|
2
+ 2λ11
|β01〉〈β01| + |β11〉〈β11|
2
)
.
(13)
It can be checked that, for the measurements A0 = B0 = σx
and A1 = B1 = σy, the correlation arising from the above Bell-
diagonal states has the following canonical decomposition:
P(ab|xy; τ) =c2PExtS
(
ab|xy; |β01〉 〈β01|
)
+ (1 − c2)PUS (ab|xy; ρsep), (14)
where PExtS
(
ab|xy; |β01〉 〈β01|
)
is an extremal steerable corre-
lation arising from the state |β01〉 as this correlation maxi-
mally violates steering inequality (9) with n = 2 and has
steering cost equal to 1 [31]. The correlation PUS (ab|xy; ρsep)
is an unsteerable correlation, which is not superunsteerable
(proof provided in Appendix A). On the other hand, the box
P(ab|xy; τ) given by Eq. (14) demonstrates quantumness in
the form of either superunsteerability, or EPR steering for
c2 > 0 (proved in Appendix B). Hence, the decomposition
(14) corresponds to the canonical decomposition that implies
the Schro¨dinger strength of the box P(ab|xy; τ).
Note that in the above optimal decomposition of the Bell-
diagonal states given by Eq. (12) the weight of the entan-
gled part is maximized over all possible decompositions such
that the separable part cannot give rise to superunsteerabil-
ity for the measurements used for obtaining the box given by
Eq. (14). The Schro¨dinger strength of the box P(ab|xy; τ) is
equal to the weight of the entangled part in the decomposi-
tion given by Eq. (12). This implies that there cannot be any
other box arising from the Bell-diagonal state having more
Schro¨dinger strength. Therefore, the Schro¨dinger strength of
the box P(ab|xy; τ) is also the Schro¨dinger strength of the
Bell-diagonal state. 
Proposition 2. The Schro¨dinger strength of the Bell-diagonal
states in the three-setting steering scenario is given by
S S U3 (τ) = |c3|. (15)
Proof. Up to local unitary transformations, the Bell-diagonal
states can be reduced to the family of states with c1 ≥ c2 ≥
|c3|, here c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c3 ≤ 0. For this family of states,
the eigenvalues satisfy the ordering λ01 ≥ λ11 ≥ λ00 ≥ λ10.
With this constraint, the following decomposition for the Bell-
diagonal states can be obtained:
τ = |c3||β01〉〈β01| + (1 − |c3|)ρsep, (16)
where
ρsep =
1
1 − |c3|
(
2(λ00 − λ11) |β00〉〈β00| + |β01〉〈β01|2
+ 2λ10
|β01〉〈β01| + |β10〉〈β10|
2
+ 2λ11
|β00〉〈β00| + |β11〉〈β11|
2
)
.
(17)
5Note that, the above state ρsep is a separable state. For the
measurements A0 = B0 = σx, A1 = B1 = σy and A2 = B2 =
σz, the correlation arising from the above Bell-diagonal states
has the following canonical decomposition:
P(ab|xy; τ) =|c3|PExtS
(
ab|xy; |β01〉 〈β01|
)
+ (1 − |c3|)PUS (ab|xy; ρsep), (18)
where PExtS
(
ab|xy; |β01〉 〈β01|
)
is an extremal steerable corre-
lation arising from the state |β01〉 as this correlation maxi-
mally violates steering inequality (9) with n = 3 and has
steering cost equal to 1 [31]. The correlation PUS (ab|xy; ρsep)
is an unsteerable correlation (in Appendix C, we show that
PUS (ab|xy; ρsep) has a LHV-LHS model) which may have su-
perunsteerability.
Note that the extremal steerable box that maximally vio-
lates the linear steering inequality in the three setting scenario
contains correlations in all three axes of the maximally entan-
gled state. Superunsteerable states having correlations only
in two axes never lead to a superunsteerable box which has
a nonvanishing fraction of the extremal steerable box. Cor-
relations in all three axes of the superunsteerable two-qubit
state are necessary for the state to generate the superunsteer-
able box having a nonzero fraction of an extremal steerable
box. Since the separable state in the decomposition (16) does
not have correlations in all three axes, the superunsteerable
box arising from this state does not have a nonvanishing frac-
tion of the extremal steerable box. Hence, the fraction of the
extremal steerable box in the decomposition (18) is the max-
imal steerable box fraction, implying an optimal decomposi-
tion with the Schro¨dinger strength of the box P(ab|xy; τ).
Thus, the above Bell diagonal state demonstrates quan-
tumness either in the form of steering, or in the form of su-
perunsteerability with a nonzero Schro¨dinger strength in the
three-settings scenario if and only if |c3| is non-zero. We
can, therefore, conclude that the Schro¨dinger strength of the
Bell diagonal state is maximized by the above measurements,
and the Schro¨dinger strength of the box (18) also gives the
Schro¨dinger strength of the Bell-diagonal states. 
IV. SCHRO¨DINGER STRENGTH OPTIMIZES RANDOM
ACCESS CODES
Let us consider the Bell-diagonal states with |c1| ≥ |c2| ≥
|c3|. In the case of quantum 2 p−→ 1 RAC, the encoding oper-
ation using correlations along the x and y axes provides effi-
ciency given by [14]
Pmin(τ) =
1
2
1 + 1√c−21 + c−22
 . (19)
Next, considering the case of the quantum 3
p−→ 1 RAC, the
encoding operation using correlations along all three axes of
the Bell-diagonal provides efficiency given by [14] is given by
[14]
Pmin(τ) =
1
2
1 + 1√c−21 + c−22 + c−23
 . (20)
Now we will present two propositions which will enable us
to present the main result of this paper.
Proposition 3. Within the separable Bell-diagonal states with
c1, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3|, the state which has the
maximal Schro¨dinger strength S S U2 = 1/2 in the two-setting
scenario corresponds to the state with c1 = c2 = 12 and c3 = 0.
Proof. Note that the Bell-diagonal states with c1, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤
0 and c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3| are separable iff the largest eigenvalue
λ01 ≤ 1/2. Therefore, c1 + c2 − c3 ≤ 1. From the positivity
of the lowest eigenvalue of the Bell-diagonal states, it follows
that c1 + c2 + c3 ≤ 1. Combining the above equations, we get
c1+c2 ≤ 1 which for our chosen restrictions on the coefficients
defined above, leads to 2c2 ≤ c1 + c2 ≤ 1. This implies that
c2 ≤ 1/2 within separable Bell-diagonal states. Therefore, the
separable Bell-diagonal state which has c1 = c2 = 1/2 and
c3 = 0 has the maximal Schro¨dinger strength in the context of
the two-settings scenario. 
The above values of the correlation coefficients c1 = c2 =
1
2 and c3 = 0, lead to the efficiency Pmin =
1
2 (1 +
1
2
√
2
) ≈
0.677, higher than the classical bound P2→1cl = 0.667. This is
obtained by using Eq.(19).
Proposition 4. Within the separable Bell-diagonal states with
c1, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0 and c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3|, the state which has the
maximal Schro¨dinger strength S S U3 = 1/3 in the three-setting
scenario corresponds to the state with |c1| = |c2| = |c3| = 13 .
Proof. Note that the correlation coefficients of the separable
Bell-diagonal states with the constraints c1, c2 ≥ 0, c3 ≤ 0
and c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3| satisfy the relations c1 + c2 + |c3| ≤ 1,
and 3|c3| ≤ c1 + c2 + |c3| ≤ 1. This implies that |c3| ≤ 1/3
within separable Bell-diagonal states. Therefore, the separa-
ble Bell-diagonal state which has c1 = c2 = −c3 = 1/3 has
the maximal Schro¨dinger strength in the context of the three-
settings scenario. 
The above values of the correlation coefficients |c1| = |c2| =
|c3| = 13 , lead to the efficiency Pmin = 12 (1 + 13√3 ) ≈ 0.596,
considerably above the classical bound P3→1cl = 0.5. This is
calculated by using Eq.(20).
It may be noted that the separable Bell-diagonal states with
c1 = c2 = 1/2 and c1 = c2 = −c3 = 1/3 are the optimal
separable states for the 2 → 1 and 3 → 1 quantum codes, re-
spectively [14]. Since these states have maximal Schro¨dinger
strengths in the two- and three-setting scenarios, respectively,
within the separable Bell-diagonal states, their corresponding
values identify the optimal separable Bell-diagonal states for
the 2 → 1 and 3 → 1 RAC protocols, respectively. On the
other hand, the efficiencies (20) and (19) are not monotonic
functions of geometric discord for different classes of states
6[14]. Hence, the amount of geometric discord does not spec-
ify the state yielding optimal efficiency of the protocol. There-
fore, geometric discord does not serve as the resources for the
above two RACs. Here, we identify superunsteerability as the
unique resource for RACs assisted by Bell-diagonal states.
Note that the correlation coefficients in the Bell-diagonal
states can be experimentally determined by measuring the
Pauli observables since ci = 〈σi ⊗ σi〉 = Tr(τσi ⊗ σi). From
these joint expectation values, the Schro¨dinger strength of the
Bell-diagonal states in the two- and three-setting scenarios can
be determined as the second and third largest of these three
joint expectation values, respectively.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a hitherto unexplored resource for
quantum information processing by unsteerable states. We
formulate a quantifier of nonclassical correlation going be-
yond steering which we call Schro¨dinger strength. A non-
vanishing value of this measure demonstrates a phenomenon
called superunsteerability [22] which can occur even for sepa-
rable states. We derive analytical expressions for this measure
for Bell-diagonal states in the two- and three-setting steering
scenarios which are related to the 2 → 1 and 3 → 1 RAC
protocols, respectively, assisted by finite shared randomness
limited to two bits within separable Bell diagonal states. We
demonstrate that the Schro¨dinger strength identifies the opti-
mal states within separable Bell-diagonal states for both these
protocols. In other words, the maximal value of Schro¨dinger
strength for the corresponding separable Bell-diagonal state
provides the optimal quantum efficiency of 2 → 1 and 3 → 1
RAC protocols assisted by separable Bell-diagonal states.
The analysis presented here provides an unambiguous an-
swer to the question as to which is the precise quantum re-
source for RACs using separable Bell-diagonal states in the
presence of finite shared randomness [14]. The fact that quan-
tumness defined by superunsteerability is a more appropriate
resource compared to discord for enabling RACs may be un-
derstood as follows. While discord is a property exclusive
to the given state, superunsteerabilty further captures the op-
erational characteristics of the protocol, as we have shown
through the linkage of steering scenarios with the correspond-
ing RACs. It remains to be studied whether superunsteerabil-
ity is the unique resource for the above two RACs in the pres-
ence of finite shared randomness using other separable states.
Moreover, further studies of local resources such as super-
locality [17, 19, 21] and superunsteerability [22, 23] for other
quantum information processing tasks using separable states
admitting local correlations, should be worthwhile. Such stud-
ies may provide the scope for shedding further light on the
larger question of the boundary between classical and quan-
tum theory.
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Appendix A: The box PUS (ab|xy; ρsep) given by Eq. (14) is
unsteerable and not super-unsteerabie
The correlation PUS (ab|xy; ρsep) given in Eq. (14) (with
a, b, x, y ∈ {0, 1}) has the following LHV-LHS model with di-
mension of the hidden variable being equal to 2:
PUS (ab|xy; ρsep) =
1∑
λ=0
p(λ)P(a|x, λ)P(b|y; ρλ) (A1)
where, p(0) = p(1) = 12 .
P(a|x, 0) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0) 1 0
(1) 12
1
2
, (A2)
where each row and column corresponds to a fixed measure-
ment (y) and a fixed outcome (b) respectively. Throughout the
paper we will follow the same convention.
P(a|x, 1) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0) 0 1
(1) 12
1
2
. (A3)
On the other hand, we have,
P(b|y; ρ0) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0)
1 + c1 − 2c2
2(1 − c2)
1 − c1
2(1 − c2)
(1) 12
1
2
. (A4)
Note that for 1 ≥ c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3| and c1, c2 ≥ 0 each of the
probability distributions satisfies 0 ≤ P(b|y; ρ0) ≤ 1. The
above correlation on Bob’s side can be reproduced by per-
forming projective measurements corresponding to the ob-
servables B0 = σx and B1 = σy on the qubit state given by,
|ψ0〉 =
√
1 + c1 − 2c2
2(1 − c2) |+〉 +
√
1 − c1
2(1 − c2) |−〉, (A5)
where |+〉 and |−〉 are the eigenstates of the operator σx corre-
sponding to the eigenvalues +1 and −1 respectively. and
P(b|y; ρ1) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0)
1 − c1
2(1 − c2)
1 + c1 − 2c2
2(1 − c2)
(1) 12
1
2
. (A6)
7Note that for 1 ≥ c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3| and c1, c2 ≥ 0 each of the
probability distributions satisfies 0 ≤ P(b|y, ρ1) ≤ 1. The
above correlation on Bob’s side can be reproduced by per-
forming projective measurements corresponding to the ob-
servables B0 = σx and B1 = σy on the qubit state given by,
|ψ1〉 =
√
1 − c1
2(1 − c2) |+〉 +
√
1 + c1 − 2c2
2(1 − c2) |−〉. (A7)
Hence, the box PUS (ab|xy; ρsep) has LHV-LHS model with
hidden variable dimension 2. On the other hand, this box is
produced by performing appropriate measurements on the 2⊗
2 state given by Eq.(13). Hence, the box PUS (ab|xy; ρsep) is
unsteerable and is not super-unsteerable.
Appendix B: Quantumness in the form of superunsteerability or
EPR steering of the box P(ab|xy; τ) given by Eq. (14) for c2 > 0.
Before going into the details, let us first define some nota-
tions which we will use later. In the case of two inputs per
party and two-outputs per input, there are four possible deter-
ministic boxes PαβD (a|x) (or, simply PαβD ) on Alice’s end and
four possible deterministic boxes PγD (b|y) (or, simply PγD ) on
Bob’s end. These are given by,
PαβD (a|x) =
 1, a = αx ⊕ β0, otherwise (B1)
and
PγD (b|y) =
 1, b = γx ⊕ 0, otherwise. (B2)
Here, α, β, γ,  ∈ {0, 1} and ⊕ denotes addition modulo 2.
The box P(ab|xy; τ) given in Eq. (14) (with a, b, x, y ∈
{0, 1}) has the following form:
P(ab|xy; τ) =
HHHHH(x,y)
(a,b) (0,0) (0,1) (1,0) (1,1)
(0,0) 1+c14
1−c1
4
1−c1
4
1+c1
4
(0,1) 14
1
4
1
4
1
4
(1,0) 14
1
4
1
4
1
4
(1,1) 1+c24
1−c2
4
1−c2
4
1+c2
4
, (B3)
where each row and column corresponds to a fixed mea-
surement setting (xy) and a fixed outcome (ab) respectively.
1 ≥ c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3| and c1, c2 ≥ 0.
Let us try to construct LHV-LHS model of the box
P(ab|xy; τ) with the dimension of the hidden variable being
equal to 2. Before proceeding, we want to mention that in
case of the box P(ab|xy; τ), all the marginal probability distri-
butions of Alice and Bob are maximally mixed:
pAlice(a|x; τ) = pBob(b|y; τ) = 12∀a, b, x, y. (B4)
Let us now try to check whether the box P(ab|xy; τ) can be
decomposed in the following form:
P(ab|xy; τ) =
1∑
λ=0
p(λ)P(a|x, λ)P(b|y; ρλ), (B5)
where p(0) = x0, p(1) = x1 (0 < x0 < 1, 0 < x1 < 1, x0 + x1 =
1). Let us assume that Alice’s strategy to be deterministic
one, i. e., each of the two boxes P(a|x, 0) and P(a|x, 1) in
the above decomposition belongs to any one among P00D , P
01
D ,
P10D and P
11
D . In order to satisfy the marginal probabilities for
Alice pAlice(a|x; τ) = 12 ∀a, x, the only two possible choices of
P(a|x, 0) and P(a|x, 1) are:
1. P00D and P
01
D with x0 = x1 =
1
2
2. P10D and P
11
D with x0 = x1 =
1
2 .
Now, it can be easily checked that none of these two possi-
ble choices will satisfy all the bipartite joint probability distri-
butions of the box P(ab|xy; τ) with c2 > 0, simultaneously, for
any choice of P(b|y; ρ0) and P(b|y; ρ1). It is, therefore, impos-
sible to construct LHV-LHS model of the box P(ab|xy; τ) with
the dimension of the hidden variable being equal to 2 where
Alice uses different deterministic strategy at each λ.
The box P(ab|xy; τ) cannot be reproduced by a LHV-LHS
model with hidden variable of dimension 2 even if Alice uses
nondeterministic strategy for each λ. To see this, we note that
in 2− 2− 2 Bell-scenario (involving 2 parties, 2 measurement
settings per party, 2 outcomes per setting), hidden variable
with dimension dλ ≤ 4 is sufficient for reproducing any local
correlation [17]. Since unsteerable correlations form a subset
of the local correlations, in 2 − 2 − 2 steering-scenario hid-
den variable with dimension dλ ≤ 4 is sufficient for reproduc-
ing any unsteerable correlation. Hence, a LHV-LHS model
with hidden variable of dimension 2 of the box P(ab|xy; τ)
can be achieved by constructing a LHV-LHS model of the box
P(ab|xy; τ) with hidden variable of dimension 3 or 4 with dif-
ferent deterministic distributions at Alice’s side followed by
taking equal probability distributions at Bob’s side as com-
mon and making the corresponding distributions at Alice’s
side non-deterministic.
Let us now try check whether the box P(ab|xy; τ) can be
simulated by a LHV-LHS model with hidden variable of di-
mension 3 where Alice uses different deterministic strategy at
each λ. In this case, we assume that the box can be decom-
posed in the following way:
P(ab|xy; τ) =
2∑
λ=0
p(λ)P(a|x, λ)P(b|y; ρλ), (B6)
Here, p(0) = x0, p(1) = x1, p(2) = x2 (0 < x0 < 1,
0 < x1 < 1, 0 < x2 < 1, x0 + x1 + x2 = 1) and P(a|x, λ)
are different deterministic boxes. Since Alice’s boxes are de-
terministic, the three boxes P(a|x, 0), P(a|x, 1) and p(a|x, 2)
must be equal to any three among P00D , P
01
D , P
10
D and P
11
D . But
any such combination will not satisfy the marginal probabil-
ities pAlice(a|x; τ) = 12 ∀a, x for Alice. This implies that the
box P(ab|xy; τ) cannot be simulated by a LHV-LHS model
8with hidden variable of dimension 3 where Alice uses differ-
ent deterministic strategy at each λ.
Therefore, we can state that if the box P(ab|xy; τ) with
c2 > 0 has LHV-LHS model, then the dimension of the hid-
den variable in that LHV-LHS model must be equal to 4 when
Alice uses deterministic strategies.
Suppose the box P(ab|xy; τ) has the following LHV-LHS
model:
P(ab|xy; τ) =
3∑
λ=0
p(λ)P(a|x, λ)P(b|y; ρλ), (B7)
where P(a|x, λ) are different deterministic boxes and either
any three of the four boxes P(b|y; ρλ) are equal to each other,
or there exists two sets each containing two equal boxes
P(b|y; ρλ); 0 < p(λ) < 1 for λ = 0, 1, 2, 3; ∑3λ=0 p(λ) = 1. Then
taking equal boxes P(b|y; ρλ) at Bob’s side as common and
making corresponding box at Alice’s side non-deterministic
will reduce the dimension of the hidden variable from 4 to 2.
For example, let us consider
P(b|y; ρ0) = P(b|y, ρ1) = P(b|y; ρ2). (B8)
Now in order to satisfy Alice’s marginal given by Eq. (B4),
one must take p(0) = p(1) = p(2) = p(3) = 14 . Hence, the
decomposition (B7) can be written as,
P(ab|xy; τ) =q(0)Q(a|x, 0)P(b|y; ρ0)
+ p(3)P(a|x, 3)P(b|y; ρ3), (B9)
where
Q(a|x, 0) = P(a|x, 0) + P(a|x, 1) + P(a|x, 2)
3
, (B10)
which is a non-deterministic box at Alice’s side, and q(0) = 34
The decomposition (B9) represents a LHV-LHS model of the
box P(ab|xy; τ) with hidden variable of dimension 2 with dif-
ferent deterministic/non-deterministic boxes at Alice’s side.
Now in this protocol, considering arbitrary boxes P(b|y; ρλ)
at Bob’s side (without considering any constraint), it can
be checked that all the bipartite distributions of the box
P(ab|xy; τ) with c2 > 0 are not reproduced simultaneously.
Hence, this will hold when P(b|y; ρλ) have quantum realiza-
tions.
There are the following other cases in which the dimen-
sion of the hidden variable in the LHV-LHS model of the box
P(ab|xy; τ) can be reduced from 4 to 2:
P(b|y; ρ0) = P(b|y; ρ2) = P(b|y; ρ3);
P(b|y; ρ0) = P(b|y; ρ1) = P(b|y; ρ3);
P(b|y; ρ1) = P(b|y; ρ2) = P(b|y; ρ3);
P(b|y; ρ0) = P(b|y; ρ1) as well as P(b|y; ρ2) = P(b|y; ρ3);
P(b|y; ρ0) = P(b|y; ρ2) as well as P(b|y; ρ1) = P(b|y; ρ3);
P(b|y; ρ0) = P(b|y; ρ3) as well as P(b|y; ρ1) = P(b|y; ρ2).
Now in any of these possible cases, considering arbitrary
boxes P(b|y; ρλ) at Bob’s side (without considering any con-
straint), it can be checked that all the bipartite distributions of
the box P(ab|xy; τ) with c2 > 0 are not reproduced simultane-
ously. Hence, this also holds when the boxes P(b|y; ρλ) have
quantum realizations.
Hence, either the box P(ab|xy; τ) with c2 > 0 does not
have LHV-LHS model or it is impossible to reduce the di-
mension of the hidden variable in the LHV-LHS model of the
box P(ab|xy; τ) with c2 > 0 from 4 to 2.
It is, therefore, impossible to reproduce the box P(ab|xy; τ)
(with c2 > 0) by LHV-LHS model with hidden variable di-
mension 2 and with deterministic/non-deterministic boxes at
Alice’s side.
It can be checked that the box P(ab|xy; τ) with c2 > 0 is
non-product for c2 > 0. It is, therefore, impossible to con-
struct a LHV-LHS model of the box P(ab|xy; τ) (with c2 > 0)
with hidden variable of dimension 1.
Hence, one can conclude that the box P(ab|xy; τ) with
c2 > 0 is either steerable or has LHV-LHS model with the
dimension of the hidden variable being greater than 2. On the
other hand, the box is produced from the 2 ⊗ 2 Bell diagonal
state given by Eq.(10). Therefore, the box P(ab|xy; τ) with
c2 > 0 is either steerable or super-unsteerable.
Appendix C: The box PUS (ab|xy; ρsep) given by Eq. (18) is
unsteerable
The correlation PUS (ab|xy; ρsep) given in Eq. (18) (with
a, b ∈ {0, 1} and with x, y ∈ {0, 1, 2}) has the following LHV-
LHS model with dimension of the hidden variable being equal
to 4:
PUS (ab|xy; ρsep) =
3∑
λ=0
p(λ)P(a|x, λ)P(b|y; ρλ) (C1)
where, p(0) = p(1) = p(2) = p(3) = 14 .
P(a|x, 0) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0) 1 0
(1) 1 0
(2) 12
1
2
, (C2)
P(a|x, 1) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0) 1 0
(1) 0 1
(2) 12
1
2
, (C3)
P(a|x, 2) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0) 0 1
(1) 1 0
(2) 12
1
2
, (C4)
9and
P(a|x, 3) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0) 0 1
(1) 0 1
(2) 12
1
2
. (C5)
On the other hand, we have,
P(b|y; ρ0) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0)
1 + c1 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
1 − c1
2(1 + c3)
(1)
1 + c2 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
1 − c2
2(1 + c3)
(2) 12 [1 − f (c1, c2, c3)] 12 [1 + f (c1, c2, c3)]
,
(C6)
where, f (c1, c2, c3) =
√
(1−c1)(1+c1+2c3)−(c2+c3)2
1+c3
. Note that for
1 ≥ c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3|; c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c3 ≤ 0 each of the probabil-
ity distributions satisfies 0 ≤ P(b|y, ρ0) ≤ 1. The above corre-
lation on Bob’s side can be reproduced by performing projec-
tive measurements corresponding to the observables B0 = σx,
B1 = σy and B2 = σz on the qubit state given by,
|ψ0〉 =
√
1 + c1 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
|+〉 + eiφ0
√
1 − c1
2(1 + c3)
|−〉, (C7)
where |+〉 and |−〉 are the eigenstates of the operator σx
corresponding to the eigenvalues +1 and −1 respectively.
φ0 = sin−1 c2+c3√
1−c21−2c1c3+2c3
. It can be easily checked that
| c2+c3√
1−c21−2c1c3+2c3
| ≤ 1 for 1 ≥ c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3|; c1, c2 ≥ 0; c3 ≤ 0
and c1+c2+c3 ≤ 0 (which comes from the positivity condition
of the lowest eigenvalue of the Bell diagonal state).
P(b|y; ρ1) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0)
1 + c1 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
1 − c1
2(1 + c3)
(1)
1 − c2
2(1 + c3)
1 + c2 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
(2) 12 [1 + f (c1, c2, c3)]
1
2 [1 − f (c1, c2, c3)]
,
(C8)
where, f (c1, c2, c3) =
√
(1−c1)(1+c1+2c3)−(c2+c3)2
1+c3
. Note that for
1 ≥ c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3|; c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c3 ≤ 0 each of the probabil-
ity distributions satisfies 0 ≤ P(b|y, ρ1) ≤ 1. The above corre-
lation on Bob’s side can be reproduced by performing projec-
tive measurements corresponding to the observables B0 = σx,
B1 = σy and B2 = σz on the qubit state given by,
|ψ1〉 =
√
1 + c1 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
|+〉 + eiφ1
√
1 − c1
2(1 + c3)
|−〉, (C9)
where φ1 = pi + sin−1 c2+c3√
1−c21−2c1c3+2c3
.
P(b|y; ρ2) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0)
1 − c1
2(1 + c3)
1 + c1 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
(1)
1 + c2 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
1 − c2
2(1 + c3)
(2) 12 [1 + f (c1, c2, c3)]
1
2 [1 − f (c1, c2, c3)]
,
(C10)
where, f (c1, c2, c3) =
√
(1−c1)(1+c1+2c3)−(c2+c3)2
1+c3
. Note that for
1 ≥ c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3|; c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c3 ≤ 0 each of the probabil-
ity distributions satisfies 0 ≤ P(b|y, ρ2) ≤ 1. The above corre-
lation on Bob’s side can be reproduced by performing projec-
tive measurements corresponding to the observables B0 = σx,
B1 = σy and B2 = σz on the qubit state given by,
|ψ2〉 =
√
1 − c1
2(1 + c3)
|+〉 + eiφ2
√
1 + c1 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
|−〉, (C11)
where φ2 = pi − sin−1 c2+c3√
1−c21−2c1c3+2c3
.
P(b|y; ρ3) =
HHHHH(y)
(b) (0) (1)
(0)
1 − c1
2(1 + c3)
1 + c1 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
(1)
1 − c2
2(1 + c3)
1 + c2 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
(2) 12 [1 − f (c1, c2, c3)] 12 [1 + f (c1, c2, c3)]
,
(C12)
where, f (c1, c2, c3) =
√
(1−c1)(1+c1+2c3)−(c2+c3)2
1+c3
. Note that for
1 ≥ c1 ≥ c2 ≥ |c3|; c1, c2 ≥ 0 and c3 ≤ 0 each of the probabil-
ity distributions satisfies 0 ≤ P(b|y, ρ3) ≤ 1. The above corre-
lation on Bob’s side can be reproduced by performing projec-
tive measurements corresponding to the observables B0 = σx,
B1 = σy and B2 = σz on the qubit state given by,
|ψ3〉 =
√
1 − c1
2(1 + c3)
|+〉 + eiφ3
√
1 + c1 + 2c3
2(1 + c3)
|−〉, (C13)
where φ3 = − sin−1 c2+c3√
1−c21−2c1c3+2c3
.
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